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Abstract
This bibliography records books about the Internet and networking. It was started from the contents of Internet RFC 1432 by John S. Quarterman.
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Connectivity [QCM94b, War99, Ano94-37, Cro96a, FB91, Grz94, McQ94b, SBM96, Sto93, Tex95, WNS+94, Xie94].

connection [Ano94, Ano95d, SS94e].

Connections [Con87].

Conquering [Rut96].

conscience [Fre94].

conscious [AIS+99].

Considerations [IEE90, Sch91a, Sch91b].

Consortium [Mei97, Ano90e, Hip94].

conspiracies [Mam96].

Constructing [AAB+98, HPS95, CB96b].

Construction [LaM97, Bea95, Bow90, FDF95, Joh96b].

Constructivism [Bra97].

Consultant [Ano95g, Sav94].

Consumer [RAWS95, WLW98].

contact [SLP94, SLP95].

contacts [Bar92a].

containing [MM95].

Content [Fry95, Aik95, BM98, DFS98, Smi95a].

contended [Fol95b].

Contents [Ano93-35].

Continues [Ell99].

continuity [Ass95b].

contractors [INT88, INT89b, Vie88].

Contrarian [Ste99].

Contributing [Eng93a].

Control [Haa85, IBM89c].

IBM89a, IBM89b, IBM89f, IBM89d, IBM89e,
controlled [Ste92], controls [RM96]. Convention [ACM99a, Ano97a]. Conventional [LG95].

convergence [SJZ+98]. converging [Hor95]. conversations [Ros95a]. Cook [Coo92]. Cookbook

HB98a, Bou97, Sch96a. coolest [Ano95k, Kro95c, Net94c, Woo95a].

cooperation [PH97, ST89]. Cooperative [BBH93, KW98, KSW99, Ano94-55, SJZ+98].

cordinate [CTV96]. coordinated [TFG99]. Coordinating [Ano90d, NAS90, Hun93]. Coordination [Car99b, COZ99, RV99, Ram95]. Copy


Corner [Sch95b]. Corp [Ano99d, Ano99e].

Corporate [Cor95, HPS95, Ber96a, Cro96a, Mai96].

Corporation [Ano99e, Bre95b, Ano99e].

Correlation [Ano96u, Ano96v]. COS/Print [Ano96u].

COS/Relay [Ano96v]. cosa [Sal95d].

COSINE [BK91]. Cosmos [Ano96a]. Cost [Bol96b, Les95, Gil95a, Gil95b, Mad96, MBB95, Mot94, Sch96a]. Cost-Effective [Les95, Mad96].

Cost-quality [Bol96b].

costs [Hen95a, Lan94, MBB95]. Could [Gar97].

Council [NAS90, Her96a, Ano90d].

countering [DD98].

countries [ACE+95, PK99]. County [Ano95-33]. coup [Int92d].

Course [LG95, Roc93, Ker95, McQ94a, McQ94b, Sar94, SG93b]. courses [Cor96, Mat93]. court [Sta98b].

Courte [Sch94]. courts [Ano96q, Sta98b]. Cover [Ayr94, Bar95a, GL94].

coverage [WMS96].

CoWeb [JGKR96]. CoWeb-architecture [JGKR96].

cows [Dre92, Dre93a, Dre93b, Dre95].

CPAs [Int94d]. CPS [GBJ94]. Crackdown [Ste92]. cracked [Ano94-48]. Create [Kuo97, Ber96a, HH95b, HB95, HH98].

Creating [BU94b, Ben95a, Bry94, ER98, Fry95, Hes95, Jar95, No98a, No98b, Sky99, Ano94v, Int95g, Jol96b, Tho96b]. Creation [Pel95a]. creative [FP95b, Jon94a]. Cr´eez [Pig95]. Crime [BK99b, Bol96a]. criminal [Luc94].

Crisis [Spa99a, YY98]. CRiSP [Ano96v]. critique [Hin91].

critique [Ano97]. critters [MLJ95]. Cross [Ano96v].

Cross-Platform [Ano96v]. Crossing [TOLF93, TOL94a, Ano94-61]. crossroads [HOO95]. Crucial [Gar97], cruise [Ano95-46, Kel92a, Mer92, Mer93].

Cruisin [LJ95].

Cruizing [Ano91, BH94b, Fra93b, Fra94b, FAW95, FJ95, Fra93a, Fra94a, Mor95d, Sch95e].

Cruzando [TOL94b]. Cryptography [Hir98, Smi97, Sta99a, Fra99, Hir97].

CSCW [BBH93]. CSM [Ano99d].


CU-SeeMe [Sat95]. Cuba [Kle95].

Cuckoo [Sto89], cults [Mam96]. Cultural [Cla95d, Bry95, GP95a, GP96a]. Culture [AAS+97, Inf95b, Ano96e, Moot95].

Cultures [Shi96, BBN+93]. CUNYVM [Lar94a]. Curious [Sne95b].

Current [Ano93e, Har94b, Tro94, FAP93a, Pri95].

curriculum [Ass94b, Ano94e, Bur95a, Gan5, Moh95, Pie95, Str94, Int93a]. curso [Fre95].

custom [ER98]. Customer [EH95].

customers [GG96b].

customization [IBM92b]. Customizing [RS97, BIA98e].

cutting [CB96a]. cutting-edge [CB96a].

CWRU [Tri91, Tri93]. CWRU-PC [Tri91, Tri93]. CWRU-PC/IP [Tri93, Tri91].

Cyber [May96, Sta98b, Tsu95, Ano95-34, Gue96].

Cybercafé [McC97]. Cyberdiritto [Pas95].

cyberspace [Gue96, Gui95].

Cyberhood [Bar95a]. CyberHound [Ano95k, Gal96].
Cybermanners [Ros94a]. Cybernetic [Bre93]. Cyberporn [Ano95]. Cyberpunk [HM91, MW92, MSB+92]. CyberSafe [Ano95m]. cyberskptic [Cyb96].

Cybersmut [Co96]. Cyberspace [Bar95a, Des94, Gar97, Ros95c, Vie93, Aik95, Ale96, Bak95, Cla95a, DD98, GH93, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c, He94, Hen95b, Kug95, La95a, La95b].


d'adresses [Vin95a]. dai [Ban95, CRH98]. daily [Ano93f].

danger [Ano95-65]. danish [Gaa76]. dans [Gui95].

dark [Woo94, Woo95a]. DARPA [Bet87, Lei85, Mil90, RAD90, SDDU95].

DARPA/NSF [Mil90]. Data [Car99a, CP94a, CFE95, GKP95, Hac98, Ros89, Sta99c, TGL+97, Wis90, Net94d, Ano94-55, BOB93, sC86, FP99a, Ha98, IE98, NE98, New95c, New96, Rout94, Sfe82, Sh91b, Sin99a, TJ97, TAH99, YmEC99, Dat74].

Data-driven [IE98]. Database [Ano96v, ACM96, Ano93d, Ano97h, Ano99d, Ano99e, De97b, Gut99, Han96, KS97, LS98, Not93c, Vol97, Ano94-33, Ano94-55, Bar92a, Bar92b, Ho95b, Nram94, Row96, Tom93].

Databases [Les95, Ano90c, Hea94, Bus95, Bar93, Eag93, Gal95a, Gal96, Int89a, LL99, Mot94, SL91, SL91, SL92, ZB95, Zil95a, Zil95b, Zil95c, Zil95d].

Datacom [Ano96u]. Datagram [DC90, Tse89, Con89]. datasets [WoRIGSo95].

Datenverarbeitung [AB94]. dati [Pas95]. David [MSB+92]. Davis [Mei92]. Dawn [Ano94-51]. Days [Gar95a, Par94b, Ran94].

DB2 [CS99]. DBA [Lon94]. DC [Cim96, DLC92a, Mot94]. DCOM [RB99].

Dear [Vie93]. debate [Bla93b, BSK+96]. Debian [Ano96u]. Debugging [Car98a].

Debut [Not93a]. Dec [PE95, Dig82].

DEC-Intel-Xerox [Dig82]. Decade [New81]. DECConnect [Dig90b].

December [Ano95f, HL99, IC90, USE97, MC95].

Decision [Com84, EO99, Mc95].


Definitive [MK96b, GP96b, Jam96a, Jam96b, Nog95].

degeneration [FK95b]. degree [Rou94].

del [CS95, KMM95]. delivering [Mat95a].

delivery [Ano93z, Ben95c, Mc96b, Mil95c].

delita [Sal95d]. DELPHI [BR94a, W99a].

Deluxe [SG94a]. Demand [Gar97].

demographic [CN95b]. demographics [Ano95-57]. demonstration [SK98].

Demythologizing [BB93]. Department [Ano95w, Ano95-61, Ano96w, Pi90].

Deploying [CP99, Fra93c, Mau99a].

derechos [WLM90]. descriptive [Bow90].

Descubra [Bog94]. desde [JE95]. Design [Ano97h, Bir94, Cal98, Car98a, sC86, Com87a, CS91c, Com91a, CS91b, CS90b, CS90e, Com87b, CK94, Dev96, Ha98, MWB95, Nie98, Per98, PPT99, Poz98, P98, SCC93, Sun96, TR94b, Yan88, BLF99, Cha95a, Com95d, Gre99, KL98, PPT98, RT98, SC92, Sch91a, Sch91b, Sin81, SZZ99, TB90, ZDE93, Zho84, CS91d].

Designer [AF95, Ins96]. Designing [B+95, Cos94a, Kin95a, Sm95, TS98, W96].

Desk [Me94, Ano95-38, Hee93a, Hee95a, Hee95b].

Desktop [RS98]. Desperately [Hus94].

Destination [Hof95d, Hof95e, Sea90].

destiny [BLF99]. detect [Bo96a].

Detection [Ano99, IE90, ANS92, Esc98, Sha91a].

determine [Ma95]. Developer
Developers [Pet93a]. Developing [Fou95, KW93, LG95, Rob95, ACE+95, Lin93a, PK99]. Development [BBH93, DGH93, Fou98, Gut99, Kah92, SS95c, Uni96b, Wal93, Ano94-55, Ano96w, Ano97b, Bar95b, Dav95, FB91, INT88, INT89b, Lo95, MW92, Mit91, Mit92, NS94, Peh99, Peh95b, Tho96d, Uni96a, Vic88, Wes95].
devotions [Har94b]. Device [Dha94]. devil [Bie94]. d'experts [LO99]. d'exploration [Soh95b, Soh96]. DFUe [RS93b]. Dial [Ano93p, Cle93a, Eng93b, Gil93b, Gil93a, Gil94c, Not93b, Eng93b, Eng95a, Gen93a, SC95c, Rey93]. Dial-Up [Ano93p, E+93, Cle93a, Gil93b, Gil93a, Gil94c, Not93b, Eng93b, Eng95a, SC95c, Rey93]. Diario [Ano95o]. dias [Ran95a]. Diccionario [FPAR95]. Dictionary [Fah94, Godxx, RS91, RS93a, Bie94, Cru95b, FP94, New94b, New95c, New96, PW95a, Ano94g].

differentiated-services [FK99]. Diffusion [DS97, GP94, Lin93a, Pre97a, PBF+98, RRR98]. digest [Ten92]. Digital [Bla97b, BW97b, FMS98, Gar97, IE98, KPV95, LL95b, LL96, Owe93, PE99, RD95, TE99, Ano94-55, Com95d, Nor95, Tho95b, Lit93, SC95a].

Dimensions [BW97a, GP95a, GP96a, Mil95f]. Dinos [Rya95i]. d’introduction [CD94]. Direct [Har94g, Gal94, HW95, MK95, RAW95, SC95a]. directed [Rus94]. Directing [BW97a]. directions [Man96]. Director [Bro89]. Directories [New93, New94a].

Directorio [WLM90]. directors [Mai95]. Directory [Ano94, Bra93b, ED92, End94, FA89, FA93, KKO94, LaQ89, Mec94, New93, New94a, Not94a, Rout94, TT95a, TT95b, Leg94a, Hea95, Avi96, Int96k, Ano96r, Bla93a, Bra94c, BL96, Eha94, EHP95, Foc95, FMB95, Int87, Hum89, HS94b, HS95a, HK91a, HK91b, Har94c, He94, Int94f, Int94g, LJN94, Lev95, Max95d, Mil94a, Mil95a, Mil95b, Mil96a, NN94, NC95a, SSC96, Ste95b, Str93a, Wal95a, WS80, WMR87, WR89, WLM90].

Discovery [HPS95, ODL93, Sch93b, BDS93, BDMS94, Den92, GGMT99, KW98, Sch90, Sch91a, Sch92b]. Discusses [Gar97].

Discussion [Ano99c, Ben95a, Mag94, KKO94, Ano94-41, Bry95, EGC+94, HOO95]. Disk [Ano96s, Inf95c, Jol96b, JE96]. Disorder [Ste92]. Dispatcher [HGMK98].

Disseminating [GK95]. dissemination [Wes95]. distance [Ano95-66, Ben95c].

Distributed [AR98, Ano94-53, BM98, BN96, CDK94, HS98, KrvST92, KrvST93, KP93, MWB95, Ros89, SBN84, Sin99b, Slo94, TB90, ZM93, BAG94, CKTV96, HK91a, Hof95b, LM98, LL99, MM95, MO92, dAMW97, Sni95a, Spe87, VJ99].

Distributing [Hen99, Wit96]. Distribution [BAG94, Vie93, Ass94a, All94, Hen95a].

District [Tee94]. Diverse [Bra93a, Ste91a]. division [Wes95, Ano96w]. DIX [Dig92]. dla [LY94a]. DNS [AL92, Alb93, AL94, BAG94, Tan93]. do [Ano95-45, Che97, Max95c]. Docs [Hub96].

Document [Ano93m, RV99].

Document-Based [RV99].

Documentacion [Ubi95]. documentation [Ano93z, CCN94]. Documents [Hes95, BDKK96, HH95b, HB95, Hub96, MO92, RR94b, Str92, Str93a, Wit96]. DOD [Pos80, CC83, She86].

Doelen [VVB85].

E-Business [Shu99]. e-mail [BL95a, Ban93, BW94a, BWC95a, Ehm94, Int95b, Kw95, Ban94, RAWS95, SB95, BAS95, AH94, Bac95a, BL95d, God94a, McF95, VHD94, Als95, Ano95-68, DC94, Gar94, Im96, JERK2, Lev96, Pos95, QCM94a, Shi94, SC93b, TR94a, War95, Wri95a, Ken90, Mul99]. E-meil [YIC95]. early [Blr95d, Ehm94, Em95b, GB94, Rot95b, Wnr95b]. EARN [PS92]. EARN/INTERNET [PS92]. earning [LR95c]. Earth [KL94, Rit93, Koh97, Ano94-55]. Earthquake [HM97]. ease [Ano93c]. easiest [DG95, Int95q]. easily [Too95].

East [Ass94a, Gal94, GP95a, GP96a, Mar93]. Eastern [WMRS87]. Easy [Fra93b, Fra94b, FAW95, FJ95, Lic94a, Lic94b, Mil94c, Mil95d, Min95, MNT94, Tus93, Bar95b, Fra93a, Fra94a, Ken95g. LE96, Lic95a, Lic95b, PA94, Shl95, Wag95b, Wil96a, Wil96b]. EcoLinking [Rit92]. Economic [GS99, MMV94, AT94]. economies [MMV93, MKM94, Pel95b, Roo97]. economists [Ano93-30]. economy [Bro91]. Ed [Ano92i, Ano95-41, LB95a]. EDGAR [GG95, KG98, Ano93g]. edge [CB96a, WM95]. edged [RR95a, RR95b]. EDI [Lee98, Wr95a]. Edinburgh [FS95]. editing [SJZ +98]. Edition [Ano99e, BGS94, BC95d, HK95b, SG94a, TPB94, AH95a, BW93, BGS95, Bra94b, CB94b, Dar93b, Edd96, GBS95, GS95a, Gum93a, Jam96b, LY96, Lic94a, Lic94b, TA96]. Editor [Ano96v, CB96b, LJ94]. Education [AAS +97, ACE +95, Ano93, Ano95q, Ell94, Gou90, HW96, Kah92, MD91, Mei92, Par90, SS95c, SW97, AHH88, Res92, Ano94-35, Int95m, Ano95-66, Bra94a, Ben95c, Bur95b, Ela94, EHPT95, EGC +94, Har96b, LSBM95, Mai95, McL96b, O’H93, Wag95a, Wal94a, Wil94b, Wol98, Ano95w, PE95]. Educational [Ed95, Har94d, Ph94a, Fnu95, GMDS95a, GMDS95b, GMDS95c, GMDS95d, Gia95b, Har94e, Har95a, KK96a, KJTS96, LS95, LS96, Moh95, Zha94]. educativa [Fre95]. Educator [BH93, Con95a, GMDS95a, GMDS95b, GMDS95c, GMDS95d, Gia95c, Gia95d, Gia95a, GMDS96, PDP96, Ano95-54, Bla95d, Dav95, Gia95b, GV94, GV95, Vir97, Wol96]. Educators [Ano93s, Ano94-47, Ano96j, Gla94, Jos95a, Jos95b, Mac95a, PS95b, Rot95b, Rou94, RH97, WMS96, Yas95]. Edutainment [Ras94]. EFF [GH94c]. effect [Gal94]. Effective [Ham99, Les95, RCL96, Mad96, Str94]. Effectively [LP95, QCM94a, RK95c].
ethnomusicology [Ehn94]. Europe [AP95a, SEDK94, WMRS87, Ano93z].

European [LDH95, Pfa94b, SEDK94, Ewe95, Gar97, IC94, Mar93]. Evaluating [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Evaluating [AP95a, Pit95b, Pit95c]. Everything [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95b]. Everything [LDH95, Pla94b, SEDK94, Ewe95, Gar97, IC94, Mar93].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].

Events [Rey93, Cha95a, RK95c]. Evaluation [Gha92, Mit92, MMLP97, McC94b, PH97, PM94].
Sim93, VH94b, Zha96, Ano95-35, EHS92, Hal93, IBM89a, Int92a, Kas93, Kie95, Moj93, PR91a. Files [RP93, Rob94, VH94b, Ano95-61, Ehn94, PR91a, PR91b]. Filling [JGKR96]. Film [DH96, Gar97, WG94b]. Filtering [MMLP97, Mul99]. Files [RP93, Rob94, VH94b, Ano95-61, Ehn94, PR91a, PR91b]. finances [New95b]. Financial [Ano96f, Fra99, GK95, Hir97, Hir98, Gor95a, KK96a, Lee98]. Find [Mui95, SRR97, Con95a, LJN94, Lev95, NN94]. finder [AP96]. Finding [Ano94p, Ano95t, Gil94a, Gil94b, Gil96, GG95a, Har94d, LeB93, Max95e, New95a, Pfa95f, DS96, Fel94b, FK95a, GRRM95, Har94e, Har95a, LS95, LS96, RK95c]. findings [LT92]. FindLaw [Ano95u]. FINDsomeone.com [Gra98]. FINFS [Moj93]. Finland [Ano96x]. firehose [WoRIGSoO95]. Firehunter [Ano99e]. Firewall [Ano96t, Esc98, GRLJ94]. Firewalls [BCRL95, CB94c, Con98, Opp97, SH95a, CZ95, INP95, SS95e, WC94, Ano94f]. FireWire [And99]. Firing [BSK96]. firm [Ano96o]. First [New81, Ben91, CD92, Hir97, Ano95l, Ano95v, Ano95-46, Bac95b]. Fish [LaM97]. fitness [NC95a, NC95b, Rye95]. five [Int81, Mai95]. Fixed [Bla98f]. FL [GMA+98]. Flame [FPV95]. Flaw [Gar97]. flexible [Moj93, ZDE93]. FLIP [KvRvST92, KvRvST93]. Florida [Gro90b, Gal94, Mac95a, SH95b]. Flow [Dow86]. flu [Ano93y]. fly [LeG95b]. Focus [El99]. Fodor [Goo96]. folk [Bry95]. folks [Bar95b]. follow [Bar95b]. follow-up [Bar95b]. food [GS96b]. For-profit [Bal93a]. Force [DLC92b, DLC92a, GV90a, GV90b, Gro90b, Gro90a, IC90, ILS94, Ano89b]. Forest [Bri95c]. Formal [Roc93, Sev95]. Formats [Sim93, Ano95-35, Kie95, Zha96]. Formed [Gar97]. formerly [Cim96, Mas97]. forms [HH95b, JGKR96, Kol96, No96a, YntEC99]. Forrestal [Lin93c]. forskning [Dam93]. fortnightly [Pri95]. fortune [CS94a]. Forum [CES+99, Can94, GRLJ94, Soc95a]. Forums [Hes95, Car95c, HB95]. Forward [Bak93a, TMF97, Xie94]. forwarding [EST93d]. Found [Bel93, Eng96a, Kug95]. Foundation [Bla95a, Bha99d]. foundations [Wil99]. four [Coo93b, HT95]. Fournisseurs [Cle93b]. Fourth [Ano74, Ano95l, AHH88, Yas95, Int94b]. fracasos [Ano95b]. Fragmentation [Tsu89]. Frame [MD91, Smi93a, Sta95a]. FrameMaker [RR94b]. Frames [Fla92]. frameworks [Gre99]. France [KW98, Kap96, KW94]. Francisco [Hay94c, TL93, Ano94-58, Le93]. Free [EV96, Lof95, Vin94a, Vin94b, Vin96, TT95b, Mac95b, Mot94, Vin95b, Win96b]. Free-nets [Lof95]. Freebies [Wol98]. Freedom [CES+99, Her96b, Ano95-34]. frequency [Wes95]. frequently [Int95b, Rot95b, Sav93]. friendly [Kro95c, Net94c, Ano90f]. friends [CDEF94]. Frontier [BL95d, Chu93, HM91, Mee95, Rhee94a, Rhee94b, Cro96b, MBS95, Ste92]. Frostburg [Owe93]. FSU [Owe93]. ftp [BH93, Fel93, Ano94b, Bfc94, BW94a, BWC95a, FTP95a, FTP95b, Fel94b, FK95a, LPJ+94, No95c, Rob94, SG93a, VH94b]. Full [Hub93, Bre94]. full-text [Bre94]. Fun [Mor95c, Hof94a]. functionalities [KJTS96]. functionality [JGKR96]. Functions [Car98b]. Fundamentals [Ber95b, Mau99b, Sha95b, Inf95c, Kur96b]. Funding [Hal94, Con94, Con95b]. funniest [May96]. Future [AAS+97, Far97, GGA+97, Gol93, KS97, LT93, LCC+97, Man96, MSD90, Sac97, Bre95b, Bro95a, CCC+91, Dra95, FMS98, GAM+97, HO095, Har92, HRB92, Kie94, KG99b, LT92, MDB+94]. Futurekids [HU95]. Fuzzy [Leo98c]. FX
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Mousetrap [Lam95].

movement [Ste91a].

movie [Nram94].

Moving [Coh99, Tex95].

MP [Ano97h].

MP-EG1A [Ano97h].

Mr [Vie93]. Mr. [Gol93].

MS [Tri91, Tri93].

MS-DOS [Tri91, Tri93].

MSHA [McA95].

MSN [Cob96].

MUD [Car95c].

MUDS [BC95b, SR95a, She95a].

mujakchong [cylC95].

mujer [Ano95b].

mukete [SI 93].

Multi [COZ99, Sin99b, BH93].

Multi-agent [COZ99].

Multi-processing [Sin99b].

Multicast [DC90, Man99a, Mil99b, BHO+99, Bla99a].

multicasting [SRL96].

Multicomputer [ASB97].

multidatabase [KTS94].

multidomain [EST93d].

multilayer [Bla99a].

Multilevel [MMLP97].

Multimedia [CKPT99, CHW99, Des94, EFL99, Fur99, IMI+95, Jac94, MWB95, Nie95, Wes98, Ben95c, Dee96, EE95b, HCB99, Hor95, Ins96, Joh96b, Kum96, McM94, NGP+99, RT98, Rus98, TAE96].

multiparty [HSK98].

Multipath [SRL96].

Multiple [ASB97].

Multipoint [Ano94-49, MP89].

Multipoint/Internet [Ano94-49].

Multisegment [Sfe82].

Multipurpose [Mol93b].

mundial [Ano95b].

mundo [Ano95b, Bog94, Car94a, Car94b, JE95, Kro95a].

Museum [Rak95].

museums [FS95].

MUSHes [Car95c].

Music [Tro94, Ano94-38, Ano95c, Ber95c, Bry95, Ehn94, FMB95, GP96b].

MUS [GL94].

musicians [Ehn94].

musicology [Ehn94].

Must [RG93].

Mutual [SCT81].

MVS [IBM89f, IBM89d, IBM89c, IBM92a, IBM92b].

myriad [Ano95-61].

mysteries [Mam96].

Mystery [BS93b, BS93a].

Myths [BMK88, Ste96a].

NAFTA [Don95].

Naked [Jan89, Moo95].

Name [Moc94, Tan93, BPR89, Int93c, Tri87, TB90, Zho84].

Naming [BP91, Pet86b, Pet88, Bow90, Pet87].

nomyon [SG94b].
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Nashville [Mas97].

National [Ano95f, GBJ94, Int76b, Kah92, KW93, LG93, Par90, U.S93, Wei93, Ass95b, Awa99, Bla94b, Ano94-49, Bla93b, Cat89, Gou90, LR96, MBDR91, WA93].
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nationwide [Fol95a].
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navigando [Ano95b].

navigante [GVJ95].
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NC [Ano99b].

NCSA [Val93a].
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Near-Term [Fra93c].
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Nebraska [Ano93-41, Ano93b, Ano95-69, Hei95b].
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Need [Che97, Com97, Gar95a, Ano95-61, Con95a, Com95a, HH98, Kur96a, Sch95e, Un98, UU89, Wn95].

Needs
on/off [Wal95b]. ONC [San94b].
ONC/NFS [San94b]. One
[Ano94y, Ano94-32, Ano95l, Cul95, GM94a, Bar95b, TMF97, Wen94, Val93a]. One-Stop
[Val93a]. One-Time [Cul95]. Online
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[Hal95a, Ano96o, Mil95e, Wri95b]. OPAC
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[He99]. Operations
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[Ano96f, Lea95a]. organisé [Min94b]. organizaciones [WLM90]. Organization
[Nil93, Fre94, Jar95, Rud95]. organizational
[Ano96d, Bre95b, Lee95]. Organizations
[OKP97, Osh93, Ano94-27, Bup95, Mas89, Hum94, Mad96, RMU96, Ste91a]. organized [Can94]. organizing [RK95c]. Oriented
[HS98, Rog97, Cra92, MP98, Wes97]. original [BLF99]. Origins [HL96]. Orion
[Ano96t]. Orlando [GMA+98]. Orleans
[B+96b]. OS/ [HW95, Tha95]. OS/2
[Ive95, Mor95d, Pl90, Sal95b, Tys95]. OSI
[NC90, PC93, Sta93b]. OSPF [Moy98]. Other
[Gil94a, Mag94, Jai94, Pad85, Sto99, Ano94-41, BU94a, CS94a, Ehn94, FK95a, Gil94b, KL95, Mad96, ML95, NC93, QCM94a, RZ96, RK95a, SMLD95, TL96, Wil96b]. Ottawa [Can94]. ouverts [Edd94]. Our
[Har93b, Ano95l, Koc93, RK95b]. Outlaws
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[EO99]. Painless
[Sim93, Ran96a].
VH94d, VH94e, VH94f, Arm96, Ber95c, Ber96b, Dea96, Fal95a, Fis95b, Gac96, Gol94, GS96b, Gro95b, RA96a, Rye95, Tav95, VB95a. PODS [ACM96]. Point [Bri95b, God94b, Ken95g, KP94].

point-and-click [Bri95b, Gas94b, Ken95g, KP94].

point-&-click [Bri95b, Gas94b, Ken95g, KP94]. Point [Bri95b, God94b, Ken95g, KP94].

Policy [BW97a, Coo93a, Ell99, MBDR91, VSN86, Ele91, Ano93x, Ano95-41, Bla99a, Hus94, Kah90, MBZ94, Mil95f, Sch91a, Sch91b, Wis96, Wal94a].

Policy-Making [BW97a].

political [Dix95, GP95a, GP96a, Lev95].

Politics [Man95c].

Politics [Man95c].

pollution [Sil95].

Polyhedra [Ano99d].

Ponders [Mil94d].

poor [Bau93].

Popular [CES+99, Rau95, Jam96a, Jam96b].

pornography [Her96b].

Portability [X/O88].

Portland [ACM99a].

Portrait [Pet93b].

positioning [FB91, Shu93].

POSIX [QW93].

Post-SoViet [Kal94a, RMU96].

post-secondary [Rot95a].

Potential [Holl99, Bro95a, Ho96b, MW92].

potpourri [Fol95b].

pour [Hoe95, Kap96, LSL94, LB94c, Pla95, SL94a, SL94b].

Power [Not93b, CB98a, McQ94b, Ros95b].

PPP [Ano97j, Car98a, Gil95e, Kno96, MK95, Par95, SC95c].

PR4000 [Ano99d].

Practical [Gac96, GS96a, He98, He99a, Mas93, Sta93e, Swi96, War99, Zef99, Ano97b, Cha92, Cky94, HC94, LMLJ95, Ols95, Woe96, Ano97d].

Practice [AV95, Ano94-61, Ano95-32, Ano95-65, KM96a, Sta99a, Stra94, Wal94a].

Practices [Per98].

Prague [Pla94b].

Praxis [Jun95].

Pre [Uni96a, Ano93h, Rus94].

Pre-conference [Uni96a].
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Priority-Based [Cam97].

privacy-enhanced [Wis90].
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Probabilistic [Pea98].

Probabilities [Car98b].

Problem [BWWF99, Mog99].

Problem-Solving [BWWF99].

problemas [Spi92].

Problems [GPRR94, MKBB95, Moh95, BDS93, BDM94, Cal91, Ho96b, Man96, SLE94].

procedure [IBM99a].

Proceedings [ACM96, ACM99a, Ano94-53, DMC92a, DM92a, GV90a, GV90b, Gro90b, Gro90a, GRS79, IEE94, IEE95, IEE97, IEC90, IEC92, IL94a, Int76b, JG91, Le93, NDM98, USE97, WLM94, Int76a, Ano81, Ano88a, Ano95f, BCB99, B+96b, Cim96, FS95, Fra99, Hre97, Hre98, Hre99, IE98, IDE98, KW98, KSH99, LM98, LG93, MK97, MS97, Rii82, Uni96a, VVB85].

Process [She95b, Sev95].

Processes [KJGH98, MDW99, Sta98b].

Processing [Ack95a, Mul99, ANS92, New94b, New95c, New96, Sin99b].

Prodigy [Joh95, Ano94-60].

Product [Ani93b, Jon94a, Mat93, Mil95c].
production [ER98]. Products [Ani93a, Ano95-55, Ano96s, Ano96t, Ano96u, Ano96v, Ano97b, Ano99d, Ano99e, Gla99, IBM89c, Int95a, Jan95, Mat95a]. profession [Til95]. Professional [Ano96v, CRS^+99, GL99, Int95l, Dav95, HH98, HH96, LaS99b, Pri95, TPH96]. professional-looking [HH98]. Professionals [Ano93r, BLB99, ELB99, LS93a, MD99, Blo95, Edw95, LS93b, PS95b, Pri95]. professions [BBN^+93]. Profile [Pet87, Net96b, Pet88]. profiles [INT88, INT89b, Sne95a, Vic88, Vic89]. Profit [Mor95c, Bal93a, RT94b]. profits [LR95c]. Program [Ano90d, Ano93z, Luk96, MW92, Spa89b, Ste91a, NAS90, Ame95b, Col93, Cer93, Eng93a, Joh94, MSB^+92, Nat96b, Net96a, Pre97b, Pre97c, Spa88]. programmable [VT97]. Programmation [JCD96, LO99]. programmer [FHU99, Hom99, IBM89b, IBM89e, IBM90, IBM91b, IBM93]. Programmers [Fly99, Gar97, Ano97b]. Programming [Ano96v, Ano97c, Atk99, Bas99, Buy99, CRS^+99, CRH98, CS93b, CS93a, CS97, LS98, ML94, Rag93, Ste90, Ste98b, Ste99a, Wat96, WA98, BCB99, Com92, Com94a, CS96a, Fra96, IH98, JC95, SK98, Tho96b, T^+98, VJ99, WvRA96]. programmatic-by-demonstration [SK98]. programs [Ame95b, B^+96b, HW95]. Progress [Wal93, Ano93x, Goh92]. Progressing [Sin99b]. Progressive [Zel95]. Project [Ano74, Int76a, Ano88a, Ano94-54, D^+86, GK95, GMBI93, Int76b, JO95, McC94a, NYS94, Riit82, Van95, VVB85, Ano81, BM98, CHIL91, Che87, DiI93, Gaa76, KG98, Low90a, Low90b, MM95, McC94b, PM94, SH95b, Int93a, Zho84, McC94b]. projection [Tah99]. Projects [Gla99, RAD90, FAR93a, Str94]. Projektu [Spi92]. Prolog [CRH98]. promise [Ass95b, Jon94b]. Promises [Gry94]. promote [Jan95]. promotes [LR96]. Promoting [FF99, Mat95a]. proof [Wri95a]. Prop [New95b]. prospects [VE96]. Property [Sim95a, Oo95]. proposal [GCGMP97, HOO95]. proposals [Ano94-55]. promises [Web95]. proprietary [DFS98]. prospects [Gou90]. Prostate [Ano93y]. Protect [Sta95d]. protecting [Ano95l, Wei95a]. Protocol [Ano99c, Ben98, Bet87, CK74, Dee93, Haa85, Har94a, IBM89c, IBM89a, IBM89b, IBM89f, IBM89d, IBM89e, IBM92b, KvRVST93, MP99, Moy98, Pau99a, SRI82b, SC93, VH94b, WYLZ99, Wil93, AHS90, BM96b, Che87, EST93d, Fei94c, GLSW89, Hal93, Hn91, Hu96, Hu99, IBM88, IBM90, IBM91b, IBM91a, IBM92a, Kas93, Kol96, Lei85, MDB^+94, PP91, Pau99b, PMJ94, P190, Pos80, Pos83, Rei92, RGI82a, SRI82c, Net83, SC92, Sh91b, Sta88, Sw91, Tri91, Tri93, U.S83, Wan93, Yu93, ZDE93, Ano96c, Haa85, IBM89a, IBM89b, KvRVST92, Mil90, PSC81, ZDE93]. Protocol/Internet [IBM89a, IBM89b]. Protocols [BB99, Ano96w, Wis90]. protocols [Bre95b]. proven [Mat95a]. Provide [For95, Ano96w, HK91a, HK91b, Hen95a, ST89]. provided [Int95p]. Provider [Joh96a, Ano94p, CB95b, Den96, Fra94c]. provider-rooted [Fra94c]. Providers [Not94a, Wig95b, Int96k, Cle93a, DFS98, MP95, SC95c, SC95d, YM96]. Providing [DJB93, Koh97, Osh93, SS96, DiI93, Low90a,
Low90b, Low91, MS94, VJ95, Wal95b.

providers [SMLD95]. provision [Har94b].


Psychology [Gac98, Feh93]. Public [Ano94-55, Coo93a, Ell99, KK95a, KG98, KPS95, KSM98, Lum94, McC92, MBZ94, Ros95c, Wal93, Ano94q, Ano94-54, Ben92, Dra95, Fan95, FK95b, Haa85, Hal94, Hug94, J095, Kuh90, KL95, KT95, LaS95a, LaS95b, LL99, Mar96b, McC94a, McC94b, MBB95, McC97, NYS94, OD95, PS95b, PM94, Sch90, SH95b, TJ97, Uni95c, Van95]. Publication [Com71, Soc95a, Soc95b]. publications [Ano89c, Mas89]. publicize [Jan95].
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punishment [Bo96a]. Purpose [CN95a]. purposes [KJTS96]. puto [YIC95].

Putting [RR94a, GFT^95, KP95, SRS^95].

Puzzle [WV93]. pyolgon [LB95a]. Python [Ano97c, WvRA96].
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quickstart [PP94].
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RBOCs [Ano95-59]. rc [Sim93]. RDBMS [Ano97h]. reach [Nov94, RBK^94].

reachability [Sch91a, Sch91b]. reaching [Bau93]. read [Pri95]. Reader [Tha95, Uni95a]. Reader/2 [Tha95].

Ready [McK94b, AU94, MC95]. Real [BB93, Fly99, Sha91b, ALS96, Bet87, Ros95a, Shi96, SJZ^98]. real-time [ALS96, Bet87, Ros95a, SJZ^98]. Reality [Ano96u, BMK88, CO99, No97, Tur95e, Vac96b]. Realizing [Kle94]. Really [LE95, Kur96a, LT92, Mas97, RAW89, Rot96].
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REBMS [Ano99d]. Rec.g [Be95].

receiving [Als95]. Recherchen [RS93b]. Recipes [Mas93]. recliners [Ano93y].

Recognition [OD98]. Records [Ano92g].

red [Cha95b, Ubi95]. redes [Cha95b, LR94].

reduce [Hen95a]. reevaluation [Lum94].

referatu [Spi92]. Reference [HS94a, Ho94b, Mel94, Nic93, Que94, Saw93, SL95, Ste98a, Tho96d, Tol94c, Ano95-38, Ano95-62, Int96], Bre94, CC93, Car95a, Dee95, FUU99, G094, Hal96a, Hee93a, Hee95a, Hel95, HLY94, H95f, Hom99, IBM88, IBM89e, IBM90, IBM91b, J094b, Kin94, LY94b, LY95a, Pre97c, Ree93, RNN^94, Sei94b, SLJ94, Sni94b, Syd96, TA96, WSA^94]. referencia [HS94c].

reflection [JMTS96]. Reflections [Sto99].
resources
[Mah95, McK96a, Mil94b, Mol93a, MKM94, Mul92, MS94, Nat95, NYS92, NM94, O'H93, Ols96, Ols95, PT95a, PT95b, Pee96b, PN91, Per91c, Per91b, Per92d, Per92e, Per92b, Per92c, Pet87, Pet89, PU94, PS95a, Ph94a, Pos95, PS95b, RK95a, Ril95, RJV94, RJV95e, RJV95a, RJV95f, RJV95b, RJV95c, RJV95d, Rd95, RM96, SUR90, Cen93, SUR93, Sha95a, She77, Smi93b, Smi93c, Smi94b, SR95b, Ste95a, SH95, TL96, Te95, Tho95a, Tho96a, Tho95c, Tur95d, Up95, Vir97, Wig93, WG94b, Woc96, Zil95a, Zil95b, Zil95c, Zil95d].

Response
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responsible
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ressources
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rest
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S
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[Ano95-55].
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safe
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safety
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said
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[Ano93-32].
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[SG94b].
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[SC99].

ScaIable
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Scaling
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server-side [KG99a]. **Servers** [Mor94, Mul97a, AW97, Bas99, Bea94, Bos94, GGGk+99, Mog95, Row96, SGBK94, Zho84].

**serveurs** [Pel95a]. **Service** [Bri95c, Edu95, ED92, GG98, Joh96a, KSM98, ME97, Pet93a, Pet88, SQ93, Sin81, Wal93, Int96b, Bla99a, CB95b, Dec95, DFS98, EH95, Int95p, Leg93, Pun91, Rus94, SMLD95, Sch91a, Sch91b, Str95].
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**session** [Ano99d, Bil99, Blo94, DJJ93, Ibe97, KSO95, KSM98, LPJ+96, LPJ+94, ME95, Nor92, ODL93, Per93, RBM94a, RBM94b, Tan93, X/O88, AP95a, Ano90a, Net94b, Ano95-58, Res95a, Ciu96, Ano96f, Int96j], Ano96h, BH96, Bla98e, Bos94, Buy96, CS94a, CHR+96, Cle93b, Dil93, FF99, Goo96, Gor95a, Gre95b, Gre96, GP95b, Gui95, Har96a, HGK98, Int95a, Int95q, Jan95, Jon94b, Kes90, Kes93, Kin94, KRS94, KR95, KIJJ91, KI99, KB92, KJ92, Lar94b, Leo94a, Lin93c, Liu95, Liu96, LR96, Mal95c, Mat93, Mat95a, Ban94, MS94, Ot95, RO94a, RO94b, RCL96, Rya95f, Rya95g, Rya95h, Rya96b, Sav93, SS96, VJ95, Win93]. **sessions** [SG93b]. **session** [Ano99d, Bil99, Blo94, DJJ93, Ibe97, KSO95, KSM98, LPJ+96, LPJ+94, ME95, Nor92, ODL93, Per93, RBM94a, RBM94b, Tan93, X/O88, AP95a, Ano90a, Net94b, Ano95-58, Res95a, Ciu96, Ano96f, Int96j], Ano96h, BH96, Bla98e, Bos94, Buy96, CS94a, CHR+96, Cle93b, Dil93, FF99, Goo96, Gor95a, Gre95b, Gre96, GP95b, Gui95, Har96a, HGK98, Int95a, Int95q, Jan95, Jon94b, Kes90, Kes93, Kin94, KRS94, KR95, KIJJ91, KI99, KB92, KJ92, Lar94b, Leo94a, Lin93c, Liu95, Liu96, LR96, Mal95c, Mat93, Mat95a, Ban94, MS94, Ot95, RO94a, RO94b, RCL96, Rya95f, Rya95g, Rya95h, Rya96b, Sav93, SS96, VJ95, Win93].

**sesiones** [CS95]. **serving** [Bou97, KLW95, KG97]. **Sesame** [LSLS94].

**session** [Ano99y, Ano95f, GFF+95, MBM+95].

**sessions** [SG93b]. **Set** [Leo98g, Rau95, Ste97, Sun96, McC97, Pao96]. **Set-up** [Rau95]. **setters** [Ano94-46].

**Setting** [CC96b, No95b]. **Seven** [Leo98g]. **Seven-Volume** [Leo98g]. **Seventeenth** [Gro90a]. **Seventh** [FS95]. **SGML** [Pao96, Wit96]. **sha** [LB95d]. **Shadow** [Ano94-60]. **Shamash** [Ano90e]. **shang** [hLL95]. **Shannon** [CDEF94]. **Shared** [HS98, Har93b, SW93]. **shares** [Mou96].

**shareware** [Par95]. **Sharing** [Bag95, Slo93, ZM93]. **sheet** [Ano94o]. **sheets** [HFR91, PMTJ98]. **shelves** [Spe93].

**Sheraton** [Cim96]. **shih** [But95b, nChCy94, yTZ94, kTIC94, kTIC95].

**Shikhar** [HH95a]. **Shipping** [Ano96s].

**shoot** [MBM+95]. **shoot-out** [MBM+95].

**Shootout** [Ken95c]. **Shop** [Ano97h, Bla96b].

**Shopping** [Eas95, Val93a, RA96a].

**should** [BM96a]. **shouyouka** [SI 93]. **show** [Ano94-35, LSBM95]. **Shows** [BR95].

**short** [Mat93, Pad95].

**shorts** [Ano93y].

**shou** [AJRmT95, HSskw95, LY95b, yTZ94].

**Shootout** [Ken95c].

**shop** [Ano97h, Bla96b].

**Shopping** [Eas95, Val93a, RA96a].

**should** [BM96a]. **show** [Ano94-35, LSBM95]. **Shows** [BR95].

**short** [Mat93, Pad95].

**shorts** [Ano93y].

**show** [AJRmT95, HSskw95, LY95b, yTZ94].

**Shot** [Ano97h, Bla96b].

**Shopping** [Eas95, Val93a, RA96a].

**should** [BM96a]. **show** [Ano94-35, LSBM95]. **Shows** [BR95].

**short** [Mat93, Pad95].

**shorts** [Ano93y].

**show** [AJRmT95, HSskw95, LY95b, yTZ94].

**Shot** [Ano97h, Bla96b].

**Shopping** [Eas95, Val93a, RA96a].

**should** [BM96a]. **show** [Ano94-35, LSBM95]. **Shows** [BR95].

**short** [Mat93, Pad95].

**shorts** [Ano93y].

**show** [AJRmT95, HSskw95, LY95b, yTZ94].
[Kno96]. Slotted [Cam97]. Slotted-Ring [Cam97]. Slouching [Nov94]. SM [Per92e]. Small
[Mei97, Ano95-29, Sma95, HB96, Mad96]. Smiley [Godxx]. smileys [Str93b]. Smoothing [RT99].
Snake [Sto95b]. SNMP [Har94a, MiI93b, Sta93c, Sta99b, Tow95]. SNMPv2 [RJ95, Sta93c, Sta99b].
SNMPv3 [Sta99b, Zel99]. Social [Han96, Rei93, Bri95e, Hum94, KM96a, KKM945, RJ95c, RJ95d, Rya95].
Societal [BW97a]. Society [Ano94-53, Kan94b, PE95, Pla94b, TL93, Win98, Lei93]. Society/5th [Pla94b].
Sockets [Com92, CS97, Mul97b, Ste98b]. Soft [Kan94b]. softbot [EW94].
softbot-based [EW94]. Software [Ano94-59, Ano96v, Ano99d, Ano99e, Gar93, LaQ94b, Nei94, Sam94, Uni96a, Uni96b, WoI98, YY98, Bio96, Ano97b, Bir93, Bre95a, DS96, D8+6, Eng93a, GB95, Gro95a, Ken90, LR93b, Lar94a, LN94, MRJ96, Net95b, SS93, SMLD95, Str92, Str93a, Tri91, Tri93, Wen94, FTP95a, FTP95b].
[MMV93, Max95b, Wig93, Hof96b, Rot95b]. sometimes [Ril95]. Sonet [BW97b]. songs [Jor94]. Sound
[Ano93-34, GGA+97, GAM+97]. Sounding [GGA+97, GAM+97]. sounds [BDC+95].
Source [Uni93a, Uni93b, Zim95b, Ano95u, GGMT99, Gup92, LJN94, Lev95, LN94, NN94].
Sourcebook [Kah94a, Ano96i]. Sources [AAB+98, AK97, BB99, End94, New93, Tro94, Vol97b, Vol97a, AT94, Dec95, Gum93b, Gum93c, Gum94, HSHF95, Har94b, LJN94, Mot94, NN94, New94a, SUR92].
Southeast [Mul92, Sta94b]. Southeastern [Mei97]. Southern [Whi95, BD95b].
Southwest [VeI95]. Soviet
[Kal94a, RMU96]. SP3D [Hal99]. SPA
[Sme96]. Space [Ano94y, Ano94-32, Gar97, LG93, SYTM98, Ano94-55, Kug95, MII95e].
SpaceMath [Hal95b], spaces [Shi96]. Spam [Mul99, SG98]. Spatio [HM97].
Spatio-Temporal [HM97]. Special
[BC95d, HK95b, IL93, TPBH94, Yan93, Yan94, Ano92f, LT92, Ano93-29, Spe93, Til95]. specialists
[Sim95b, SM93, VE96]. Specification [Dig82, LY97, MP89, Ano89b].
Specifications [IEE90, ANS92]. specimen
[BOB93]. Spectrum [HeI91a, Vit95, Sch90].
Speculations [Nil93]. speech [Ano95-34]. Speed
[Cos94a, HeI99, Sei98, HL89a, Jai94, Maz90, Pot94a, SD96b]. Speedier
[Mog99]. speeds [Ano93z]. sphere
[Fan95, FK95b]. spiders [Che96]. Spinnin
[Ano95-63]. Spinning [Fri95a, For95, Sac97].
Spire [Ano96u]. split [Ros84].
split-gateway [Ros84]. sponsored
[Abb94, LG93, Ste91a]. Sports
[Fai95b, Fai95a]. Spread [Vit95].
Spreading [ZM93]. Spring
[Ano95-64, MiI95b, BR95]. Springer
[Ano93-35]. Springer-Verlag [Ano93-35].
Sprint [Ano93c]. Sprint-MCC [Ano93c].
Sprint [Che87]. Spy [Sto95, Pro96]. SQL
[Ano99e, Byr99]. Squid [Mog99]. SRP
[AHS90]. S7 [Bl97b]. SSL [LC98]. ST
[PP91]. ST-2 [PP91]. St. [Main95]. staff
[BW94a, BW94b, Hic94, Sta94b, Tee94]. stages [Hic94]. Stamping [SG98].
Standalone [ME97]. Standard
[Dig82, DH99, Pos80, U.S83, Wis90].
standardization [Hin91]. Standards
[Mad89, QW93, Sev95, Sta93b, Sta93c, Sum99, SC88]. Stanford [GGM97].
Starlink [PHW+93]. starptautiska [Spi92].
Start [Arm94b, Des93b, LaQ94b, CB95b, Jan96, LR93b, Sch95e]. Start-up
[LaQ94b, LR93b]. Started [MKNW92, Arn96, Bax95, GA95, LD95, MK92, M+93, MKNW94, MLJ95, SMDL95, SC95b].

[Eng93c, Eng94a, Eng94b, Eng95b, ELS95, ELO95, HTW94, Pfa96b, RRF95, Sei94c, You94]. STARTS [GCGMP97].

State [BD95b, GG98, Gro90b, IDK98, Owe93, Sta94b, Ano95-61, Lev95, Mle95, New95b, TFG99, Ano95-61].

state-coordinated [TFG99].

State-of-the-Art [GG98, IDK98].

statement [Bro89].

States [HS94b, Mot94, RMU96]. stations [Pan95].

Statistics [Ano95-72, Anoxc, BD88].

status [FB91].

Stay [HL96].

Step-by-Step [Ste98a, Ano94-40, Ano96j, Bea94, FP95b, GO95, Ken94e, LS95, LS96, Mat95a, TMF97, Tür94, Int93a].

Steps [Ben91, TMF97].

Sterling [MSB+92].

STI [Ano90d, NAS90]. Still [CDEF94].


storefront [GG96b]. Stories [MWL93].

storms [Swa91]. Story [Ayr94, Bar95a, GL94, Sta98a, Vie93, Ano93h, Nor93].

Strange [Chr98]. straniere [Pas95].

Strategic [Jar95, Nej94, Inf95a]. Strategies [DM95, Cor95, Int95m, EE95b, FE91, FE92, McQ94b]. strategist [KM96b]. strategy [Ano92e, BBSH98, Cro96b, Mai96, RR94b, Son92, Ste95a]. stream [PP91]. streaming [Rus98, WLKS98].

StreetWatch [Str95].

strict [Ken90]. Striking [MZ93]. striving [SY95]. structure [Bre95b, Ram95].

structured [AK97, LL99, QRV95].

Structures [SBN82, TGL+97]. Strut [Eng96a]. Student [CC95, Cla95c, SW97, Of 95, Bla93b, Cla96, DOO95, Glo95, Mar96a, ODO95, Pit95a, Pit95b, Pit95c, RK96, Sch95b]. Students [Che97, He98, Klu95, Ano95a, Chi95, GG96a, Gru94, Jos95a, Jos95b, NCS93, Nat93b, PS95b, Sta94b].

Studies

[CES+99, Mar93, Sti94a, Bri95c, Int96e, Mol93a, PU94, Sti94b, Str92, Str93a].

Study [Com95b, GK95, Mog99, Pow93, RV99, Ale95, Ano96k, Bag95, But95a, CN95b, Dra95, EHS92, Pos91, FKS95b, Ga94, Gup92, Kal94a, KIP99, Li90, Lin93a, LCP90, Mai95, MBZ94, Mle95, Moh95, Ngu95, Nic95, Rya95i, Sch91a, Sch91b, SEDK94, Son94, Sri93, TW95, TB90, Wan94, Zha94].

Stuff [Eng96a, Vin94a, Ano95k, EV96, May96].

Stumpers [Fee93c]. Stumpers-L [Fee93c].

Style [AH94, LC93, Pad85, LC96, PMTJ98].

SU-PC [Sta88]. SU-PC/IP [Sta88].

Subcommittee [Ano94y, Ano94-32, Ano95i, Bro89]. Subject [Mag94, HV95, RJV94, RJV95c, RJV95a, RJV95f, RJV95b, RJV95c, RJV95d, Tho95c].

Suboptimal [GD98].


Successful

[Bry94, HSK98, SE96, Uni95b, WE93]. such [Bie93]. Sudan [Ano93-36]. SUIT [PCD92].

Suite [Ano96s, Wil93, BP94, Lei85].

summary [INT89b, LT92]. Summer [BH94b].

Sun [Hum98, Ano94-51, CP98].

Super [Edm95, Ano93a, DG94].

Supercomputer [Ano97g, Gro90a].

Supercomputing [Ano94-50, Ano97i].

Superhighway

[Ano94-40, Eag94a, HSF94, LH93b, St95b, SMB94, Ano94t, Ano94-35, Net94d, Ash95, Bra94a, BR94b, BDC+95, CS94a, Cim96, DKF+95, For94, FHS94, Gie94, LH93a, LSBM95, Mat95a, Mc94, Mil94b, Med94b, New95b, Ott94, PK94a, Per95a, Per95b, RT94b, Th94, Wal95b, RHS95].

Supernet [Ano94]. superstitions [Mam96].
CMQ93, CBPK90, Com88a, CS91c, Com91a, CS91d, CS91b, CS91a, Com91b, CS93b, C93a, Com94a, Com95c, CS96b, CS96a, CS97, CS98, CS91e, Com88b, CB91, Dav88, Fei93, Fei96, G95b, Hun92, Hun98, IBM92a, IBM92b, Int92a, Int93b, Int93d, Int93c, IBM93, Int93e, Int93f, Ker98, Kon91, Los95, ML94, MI94a, MI96b, MI97, MSD90, Mur98, PG96, Par94b, Pili90, PC93, Res95b, San91, San94b, Sch91a, Sch91b, Sil94, Ste94, Ste96b, Tho96c, WE93, Wil93, WS95, Zna94].

**Teach** [Lem95, Par94b, Ran94, Ran95b, Via94].

**Teacher** [Mey95, The96b, oIT94, Gan95, Hei95b, Pla94a, She77, Van94, Ano90f].

**teacher-centered** [Gan95].

**Teacher-Friendly** [Ano90f].

**teachers** [BU94b, Gal94, Klu95, Mai95, Mar94, Mil94a, Mil95a, Mil95b, Mil96a, NCS93, Nat93b, Pio95, Pla94a, Rus94, SRS+95, VE96, Wil95b].

**Teaching** [Rob94, Res95b, Ass94b, Ano94e, Bra97, Cot95, War95].

**TEAMate** [Ano96s].

**teambuilding** [SE96].

**Teaming** [Sav96].

**Tech** [Ste99, Ros84].

**Technical** [A+98, Ano98b, Mal92, Mur98, Nol97, PT99, RAD90, RI95, Wil94a, Ano97a, Mat93, MS94, SLJ94, Wil99].

**Technique** [AB94].

**Techniques** [Leo98g, Leo98f, Leo98b, Mar98, Mil91b, WA98, Ano97b, BT96, Bud96, CB96a, Gil96, Ham99, Hug95, Leo98a, Leo98d, Leo98e, Leo98c, MMJ95, SCJ96].

**technologie** [And95c].

**Technologies** [Ano96u, Ano98a, Ano98c, Ano99a, Bla97a, Bla99c, BL95d, Dav98, GW95, HPS95, KG98, USE97, RS96].

**Technology** [Ack95a, AAS+97, Ano90f, Ano93r, Ano93s, Ano93-38, Ano94y, Ano94-32, Ano94-60, Ano94-61, Ano95, Ano99b, Ano99d, CAC94, CFL99, Dat74, DM95, Far97, FB91, KS97, LS93a, Le94, LCC+97, Moc94, Se98, Sac97, SS95c, SCS99, Ano94-55, Int95h, Ano95-65, CT95a, CT95b, CT96a, CT96b, DIX95, Hei95b, Her96a, Hun93, ID98, LS93b, Lin93a, MR99, Mai95, MC95, MW92, Moh95, Rus98, SRS+95, SD96a, Win98, Wri95a, Y96, Ano95-61, Ano96w].

**tecnologia** [Fre95].

**Tecplot** [Ano96u].

**Teens** [Cay93].

**Tele** [MKBB95].

**Tele-Conferencing** [MKBB95].

**Telecom** [Ano94g, New94b, New95c, New96].

**Telecommunication** [CN95a, Bla98e, HGB99].

**Telecommunications** [Ano93-39, Car98b, Car99a, Dig93, Dod99, Mac93b, Rus94, Ano94-61, BU94a, Bal93b, Bro98, NCS93, New94b, New95c, New96].

**Teleconference** [KT95, Ale95, BTC+95, Ble93, PHW+93].

**teleconferencing** [Rus98].

**Telegraph** [Sta98a, Win98].

**Telenet** [Pos83].

**telephone** [Kes97].

**Telephony** [ME97, Fos91, New94b, New95c, New96, SR99].

**Television** [CFL99, Pre93].

**teleworkers** [PH97].

**telex** [Mei82, Zu 82].

**Telix** [SS93].

**Telnet** [Nof95e, BW94a, BWC95a, Fel93, FK95a, Bar93, Fel94b, SG93a].

**Telnetting** [VH94a].

**Temporal** [HM97].

**tendences** [Spi92].

**Tennessee** [Dav95, Eme95b].

**TERIS** [Mit92].

**term** [Har96a, Fra93c].

**Terminal** [Ano96t, VH94f, Sch92a].

**terminals** [McC97].

**terminology** [McK96a].

**Tertiary** [PE95].

**Test** [Gar95a, Mit92].

**Testing** [Afs95].

**tether** [SP94b].

**Texas** [FMB95].

**text** [Bre94, GGMT99].

**text-source** [GGMT99].

**Textile** [Ano96x].

**Texts** [Lam96].

**Texts** [Mag94, Ano95-41, Spi92].

**tezes** [Spi92].

**their** [HOO95, Heg99].

**them** [Bea94, LJN94, Lev95, MZ93, NN94].

**TheoLink** [Zil95d].

**Theoretical** [Mac93a].

**Theory** [AV95, Ehm94, Lee98].

**therapeutics** [SS95d].

**therapy** [SS95d].

**There** [Bar95a, Ano95k, MZ93].

**thesis** [Sha91b].

**Thin** [Ano99e].

**things** [Bie93].

**Thinking** [MW92, MSB+92, Ass94b, Ano94e].
Thinternet [SP94b]. Third [Ano94y, Ano94-32, Fra99, KSV99, LG93, DLC92b].
thirtieth [ILSB94]. THOMAS [Wil95a].
those [Owe93]. Thought [Ano96u, PMB94].
thousands [HW95]. Threading [Thr94].
Threaten [Gar97]. threats [SS95e].
Thoughts [Sto95b].
thousands [HW95]. Threading [Thr94].
Thoughts [Sto95b].
those [Owe93].
Threaten [Gar97]. threats [SS95e].
together [Bow95].
Threaten [Gar97]. threats [SS95e].
thoughts [Ano96u, PMB94].
The internet [SP94b]. Third [Ano94y, Ano94-32, Fra99, KSV99, LG93, DLC92b].
Transpersonal [Gac98]. Transport
[BW97b, Wn97, sC86, Sin81, Xer81a, Xer81b]. Transportation
[Anoxxc, GB96, CB95a, Ano95-72], Traps
[Ano99]. Travees [CS95, travel
[BC95c, Goo96, Haw96b, VB95a, Woo96]. Traveler
[End94, Twe94, SC94b], travelers
[Vel95]. Traveling
[Dar92, Thi94]. Traveller
[Cro94b]. Travelogue
[Mal92]. travers
[Min94b]. traves
[Bro95b, Fre95]. treasures
[Cha95d, DG94, Tes96, TB93]. TREC’98
[LM98]. tree
[MM95]. Trends
[LM98, Ano95-57, Bro95a, D86, Liu96]. Trial
[KSM96]. trib
[Med96]. Tribune
[Ano99y]. Tricks
[BB95, GH93, GH94a, GH94b, GH94c]. Troubleshooter
[JV94]. Troubleshooting
[Ano93-40, Dig90a, Mil91b, Mil92a, Mil93a, Mil96b, The94c]. Trudger
[Ano96v]. truth
[Mam96, Moo95]. Trying
[LE95]. Tsan
[HSskw95]. tse
[AJRmT95, HSskw95, LY95b, yTZ94]. Tsen
[But95b]. tso
[Neu88a]. Tsou
[LC98, MC96, SC94b]. tuning
[CP98, Hum98, Ki98]. tus
[Car94a, Car94b]. tutor
[LL95a]. Tutorial
[Mo93b, Mur98, Ros86, SS94a, RN97]. tutorials
[Ano94a, Uni96a]. TV
[Ano94-37, Gar97, Pre95a, Sat95, TE99, WNS+94]. Twenty
[CP94a, DLC92b, DLC92a]. twenty-fifth
[DLC92a]. twenty-third
[DLC92a]. Twisted
[He88, IEE90]. Twisted-Pair
[IEE90, He88]. Two
[BBN+93, Ale95, Bau95, TMF97]. two-year
[Ale95]. Type
[IEE90].

U.S.
[Ano94y, Ano94-32, Ano95l, Coh99, HKR91, HKN96, Mar99, Mer87, Pan95, TL96]. U.S.A
[Ano81]. u1
[SG94b, TI95]. UK
[Int76b, Int76a, MD94, Pop94, Sch95c, Sch95d, Smi94a]. UKOLN
[OD95]. UKOLUG
[BU95]. ul
[SG94b]. ultimate
[Ano94x, BD95a, BLF99, HLB+95]. Ultrix
[SC94b]. umbral
[TOL94b]. umjik
[Edd94b]. Uncover
[Ano94d, Not93c]. Underground
[RD95, Ano94-38, Int95n, Ros96, Woo95a]. understand
[Ano96]. UKOLUG
[OD95]. Understanding
[And95b, D98, Kin95a, LC98, MC96a, NO95c, NO95d, NO95e, NO95f, Nt94b, Obi92, RB99, SC99, Wen95, Bra97, Bro96, Int85]. unexplored
[OM95]. Unicode
[Uni96a, Hiu96, Lei96, Ran96b]. Unified
[Sun96]. Union
[Gar97]. unique
[NYS92, PN91, Per91c, Per91a, Per91b, Per92d, Per92e, Per92b, Per92c]. Unit
[IEE90]. unite
[Mad98]. United
[HS94b, Ano94-27]. UniTrends
[Ano99e]. Univers
[BPR88, Bow90]. Universal
[CS98, ZTLV98]. Universe
[Fie93]. universities
[Boy96, Mar96b, Mle95]. University
[GV90a, GV90b, Gro90b, IC90, ILSB94, Mi92b, Mi94e, Owe93, Tri91, Wan94, Yan88, Zha94, Cor96, Ano93-41, Ano95-69, BD95b, Cam95b, GMB93, Sch93b, Sta88, Sta94b, Tri93]. Unix
[Ano95-55, Ano97d, Hug94, Rah94, Fel93, And95a, Bout97, Bra93a, CMQ93, Cas93, Eck95, Gar97, GS96a, Her93, Hiu96, Hub96, KW89, Lei96, Mat93, Moh99b, Mui95, Pab96, Pad93, QW93, Rag93, Ran96b, San91, San94b, Sch94, SC96, SG95, SHN97, Ste90, Ste96b, Ste98b, Ste99a, Sun96, Vol97b, Wan96, AB94, DeR99, Fel94b, FK95a, Tan93, Web95]. Unix-based
[Hug94]. Unleashed
[BMG+94, DR94, DR95, DR96, Sam95, Ano94-39, Ano95-43, Ano95-44, Ano96m, Bac94, E8+97]. unrestricted
[Gal94]. unsolved
[Hof96b]. Unwanted
[SG98]. Update
[CNO94, Che93b, Edu95, Ewe95, Int94b, Hsu94, Mi96b]. updates
[Mat93]. updating
[NM98]. Upgrading
[DN99]. Uppsala
[KSW99]. Urban
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